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In the beginning, I was certain I could quit smoking any time I decided. Since I never tried, I
was never proven wrong and never tested. Later, I allowed myself to believe that quitting
would be very difficult - that I would gain weight, or that I would experience severe
withdrawal issues. That belief justified me putting off the inevitable. Along the way, I took
jabs at the problem - cutting down, hypnotism, injections and almost nicotine patches.
Nothing worked and I became convinced that quitting was an insurmountable challenge. I was
wrong. Was it simple to quit? You bet! It was so simple, that you may find yourself asking
why you bought this book. But, remember that the simple plans are often the best. I tried
complicated â€“ shots, hypnosis, patches (almost), etc. and got nowhere. Simple worked. So,
here it is. The envelope please. And the winner is: Simple!!!
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About two years after quitting I was challenged by a friend who, having I smoked one just to
shut him up and was able to prove him wrong and two I experienced nothing more than a
slight, niggling feeling of restlessness which eventually went away. My father put down
smoking after half a lifetime of it, in his late 30s.
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country, advertising was a mere adjunct to the selling of of a slightly acid cigarette tobacco,
which allowed smokers to inhale Volume 0% . Today, the difference in taste between one
brand of filter cigarettes.
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